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Abstract 
This paper examine all sums of the form 
~, X(n)t d(~), 
where W is a classical Weyl group, g is a one-dimensional character of W, and d(n) is the descent 
statistic. This completes a picture which is known when Wis the symmetric group S, (the Weyi 
group A,_ 1). Surprisingly, the answers turn out to be simpler and generalize further for the 
other classical Weyl groups B,(~ C,) and D.. The B. case uses ign-reversing involutions, while 
the D. case follows from a result of independent i erest relating statistics for all three groups. 
1. Introduction 
Sums of the form 
)-' X(lr)ta{,), 
where W is a classical Weyi group, X is a one-dimensional character of W, and dot) is 
the descent statistic (the number of simple roots made negative by It) have been 
investigated previously in the case where W is the symmetric group Sn (or the Weyl 
group An- 1). In this case, if X is the trivial character, this sum is the classical Eulerian 
polynomial, and if X is the sign character then it is the signed Eulerian polynomial 
considered by D6sarm6nien and Foata [2], Loday [4], and Wachs [8"1. This paper 
investigates such sums for the other classical Weyl groups. 
The palmr is organized as follows. Section 2 establishes notation and briefly reviews 
the results known for W= Sn. Section 3 treats the case of W= Bn, the hyperoctahedral 
group, where the methods consist of sign-reversing involutions in the style of Wachs 
[8]. Surprisingly, the answers turn out to be simpler than for W-- S,. In fact, one finds 
that for W-- Bn, Dn and for non-trivial characters X,the sum always factors completely 
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into a product of simple linear terms, and this factorization remains intact when one 
does a more refined count by the entire descent set D(n). 
Section 4 treats the case of W= D.. Here the results follow from a remarkable result 
of independent interest, which relates the joint distribution of the descent set D(n) and 
the length function l(n) for the three classical Weyl groups S._ 1, B., D.. This result is 
a refinement of a result of Stembridge I-7]. We also give some of its other corollaries at 
the end of Section 4. 
2. Preliminaries 
The classical Weyl groups may be described as follows. S. is the symmetric group 
consisting of all permutations ofthe coordinates in R". B. is the hyperoctahedral 9roup 
consisting of all permutations and sign changes of the coordinates in R ~. D. is the 
subgroup of index two in B. consisting of those group elements with an even number 
of sign changes. Denote by 
1 2 n 
n . . . .  , nie{+_l,+2,...,+n}, 
7t 1 7~ 2 7~ n 
the group element which takes the ith standard basis vector e~ to sgn(n~)el~,l. We will 
think of each of the classical Weyl groups S., B., D. as a Coxeter system, that 
is a group W with a distinguished set S of generators (see [3] for background). 
Figure 1 shows the Coxeter diagram for these groups, in which we have explicitly 
indexed the generator s~ corresponding toeach node. For an element n in W, we define 
its length l(n) by 
l(n) = min {r: rc = si, s~2""sir for some sije S}. 
Define the descent set 
O(n) = {i: l(nsi) </(n)} 
and the descent number d(n)= # D(n). For the three groups in questio n, one can also 
rephrase the definitions of l(n) and D(n) in more explicit combinatorial terms, which 
we do below. This rephrasing is well known for W= S., and not quite as well known 
for W=B., D., however, all of them are very easy to check. 
Let A be the following linear order on the non-zero integers: 
+ 1 <a+2<a""  <A+n""  <A- -n<A' ' "  <A- -2<A- -  1 • 
Then for n in S., 
l(rt)= # {i<j :  n/>Anj} 
and 
D(n)={i<n: ni>ani+l }. 
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Fig. 1. Labelled Coxeter diagrams for Sn, B., D.. 
For ~ in Bn, 
and 
IOz) = # {i<j:  Ui>aXi}+ ~ (n+ l-- i)  
l <~i<~n 
~j = -- i for  some j 
D (x)= {i < n: gi >A gi+l } ~9 {n: if gn < 0}. 
For ~ in D,, 
l(rO= # {i<j:  ~Zi>a ~j} + ~ (n--i) 
l<~i<~n 
~tj = - i fo r  some j 
and 
D(~) = {z < n: zq >a ~i+ t} ~J {n: if the smaller of ~._ t, ~. 
in absolute value appears negative}. 
We now discuss the results known for W= S~. A one-dimensional character % of 
a group W is simply a group homomorphism 
Z : W~C*,  
where C* denotes the multiplicative group of non-zero complex numbers. The 
symmetric group S, is well known to have only two one-dimensional characters: 
1. the trivial character 1(~)= l, 
2. the sign character eO0=(-1)  t(~). 
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For the trivial character, the sum 
E td(n ) 
~6Sn 
is known classically as the Eulerian polynomial, and has a well-known exponential 
generating function (see, e.g., [6]): 
u" eUO - t) _ 1 
E~.  Eta ' "=l_ teU{, -o  •
n>~ l neSn 
D6sarm6nien and Foata [2] considered the sum 
~. e(n)t dl~}, 
g6Sn 
which they called the signed Eulerian polynomial. They were able to prove a conjecture 
of Loday [4], equivalent to the relation 
(1--0 /2 ~ t e~") for n even, 
E e(n)tdt~} = ~s.,~ 
~sn (l--t) n-1/2 ~ t ate) for n odd. 
$~ESm+ i12 
Wachs [8] then give a combinatorial proof of this relation, using a sign-reversing 
involution to explain exactly how the cancellations on the left-hand side lead to the 
expression on the right. It is this type of proof which we emulate in Section 3. 
3. The  group  B,, 
Proposition 3.1. The hyperoctahedral group Bn has four one-dimensional characters: 
1. the trivial character l(n)= 1; 
2. the sign character e(n)=(-1)"~); 
3. the character c$(Ir)=(-1) "{~), where n(Tr)= # {i: hi<0}; 
4. the product cSe(n)=(- 1) '{~)-~). 
Proof. It is easy to check that each of the functions defined above-is a one- 
dimensional character. Conversely, any such one-dimensional character iscompletely 
determined by its values on the Coxeter generators si, and these values must lie in 
{+1} since these generators are involutions. Furthermore, the generators 
sl, s2 ..... sn-1 are all conjugate in B,, and hence must take on the same value. This 
leaves only four choices, which are exactly the four listed above. [] 
We begin with the trivial character. By analogy to the Eulerian polynomial, the sum 
E td(x )
g6 Bn 
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is called the B.-Eulerian polynomial. Its exponential generating function was com- 
puted in [1,5]: 
U n 
E n.l E ta("'=(1--t)eZ"l-') 
1 - -  te  " (1 -°  " 
n>~O geB~ 
We next examine the non-trivial characters 6, e, and fie. Strangely, the answers for the 
characters 6 and e are the same, and allow a more refined count than the one possible 
for the trivial character of B., or either of the characters of S.. For the purposes of this 
more refined counting, let al ..... a. be indeterminates, and for any subset 
S ~ {1,2 ..... n}, let aS=I]/~sa/. We then have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.  
n 
6(tO a°(')= Z 8(tO a°(')= I-I (1-ai) ,  
geBn neB.  i= 1 
so that in particular, 
6(~)t a(')= ~ e(rc)ta(~)=(1--t) ". 
gE Bn ~E Bn 
Proof. Define a sign-reversing involution • : B.--.B. on an element n in the following 
manner. Let i be the largest integer such that n/# __. i, so that there exists some j ~ i 
with nj = + i. If no such i exists, then ~ fixes n, else define ~(n) = rr(Jr). For example, 
(1  2 3 4 5 ) (1  2 3 4 5 )  
ct 1 +2 -3  --4 5 = 1 +2 --3 -4  +5 ' 
(1  2 3 4 5 ) (1  2 3 4 5 )  
3 --1 +2 +4 5 3 --1 +2 +4 --5 
It is easy to check that = does not change D(n), using the fact that Injl is bigger than 
both Inj-1 I, I n~+ 11 by construction. If n is not fixed by ct, then ~ reverses the sign of 
6(n) or e(n) since, 
J ~ J 
Therefore, the terms corresponding to ~ and ~(rc) cancel, unless ~ is fixed by ~. The set 
F of fixed points consists of those n which have n/= + i for all i, and it is easy to see 
that such a n has 
O(~)  = {i :  ~ ,  = - i}  
and 
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Therefore, 
f(Tr)a°t~= ~, (-- 1)~SaS= f i  (1 --a,), 
neBn S-{1,2 ..... n} i= 1 
and similarly for e. [] 
A similarly refined statement can be made for the remaining character fie. 
Theorem 3.3. 
f i  (1 -aO for n even, 
E fe(n)a°(")= /=" 
.~n. (1 +al)  f i  ( l -a / )  for n odd, 
i=2 
so that in particular, 
re(TO) t atn) = { (1 --  t) n 
*eB. (1 +t ) (1  - t )  "-~ 
f o r  n even, 
for n odd. 
Proof. We first treat the case where n is even using a sequence of three sign-reversing 
involutions. The odd case will be similar. 
Define the first involution ~a : B,~B,  as follows. Let i be the smallest integer such 
that _ (2 i -1) ,  _2 i  do not appear adjacent in n, i.e., n ,=_(2 i -1 ) ,  ns=-t-2i with 
[r-s[>~2. If no such i exists, then cq fixes n, else let ~a(n)=(2~2~ 2/ +( ,-~))n. For 
example, 
( 1 2 3 4 5 6 )  (1  2 3 4 5 6 )  
~x -3  +5 +4 -2  +1 6 = 4 +5 +3 -2  +1 6 " 
One can easily check that ct preserves D(n), and it reverses the sign of fie since 
{2i-1 2i )=-1  
e~ +2i +(2 i -  1) " 
The set F1 of fixed points of ctx are those n which have _ (2 i -  1), __+ 2i adjacent for all i. 
Define an involution ~2 : Fa --.Fa as follows. Let i be the smallest integer such that 
_ (2 i -1 ) , _2 i  appear with opposite signs in n, i.e., n ,=+(2 i -1 ) ,ns=+2i  with 
sgn(n,)=-sgn(ns) for some r,s. If no such i exists, then ct2 fixes n, else let 
+t2/- x0n. For example, 
( 1 2 3 4 5 6 ) ( 1  2 3 4 5 6 )  
ct2 -3  +4 +2 +1 --5 +6 = 4 +3 +2 +1 -5  +6 " 
Again one can easily check that ~2 preserves D(n) and it reverses the sign of fie. The set 
F2 of fixed points of ~2 are those n which have _ (2 i -  1), _ 2i adjacent and appearing 
with the same sign for all i. 
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Define an involution ~t3 : F2-*F2 as follows. Let i be the smallest integer such that 
17r2~l > I rc2i + 1 I. If no such i exists, then ~t3 fixes n, else let e3 (70 = 7r (~2~ -(2~L 1)). For 
example, 
( 1 2 3 4 5 6 )  (1  2 3 4 5 6 )  
~2 +4 +3 -1  -2  +5 6 = 3 -4  -1  -2  +5 +6 " 
Again one can easily check that e3 preserves D(n) and reverses the sign of fie. The set 
F3 of fixed points of ~t3 are those ~ which have 
{Trl,rg2} = {-t--1 , +2} or {--1,--2}, {7~3,7~4} ={+3, +4} or {--3,--4}, etc. 
It is then straightforward to verify directly that 
Z 6e(rOa°(~)= f l  (1--ai). 
'~eF3 i=  1 
For the case where n is odd, the involutions :tI and ~2 are defined similarly, except 
that one ignores the number _ 1 appearing in n, and looks for the smallest i such that 
_+2i and __(2i+ l) are either non-adjacent or have opposite signs. For example, 
(1  2 3 4 5 ) ( 1 2 3 4 5 )  
~1 4 +3 +1 --2 +5 = --4 +2 +1 --3 +5 ' 
( 1 2 3 4 5 )  (1  2 3 4 5 )  
ct2 --2 +3 --1 +5 4 = 3 +2 -1  +5 4 ' 
The involution ~a is defined exactly as before if nl ¢ _+ 1, else if nl = _+ 1 then one looks 
for the smallest i such that [n2i+ 1 [ > [n2i+ 2[. The set Fa of fixed points of ~3 are those 
n which have 
nl=_+l, {n2,n3}={+2, +3} or { -2 , -3} ,  
{~4, rc5}={+4, +5} or {--4,--6}, etc. 
It is again straightforward to verify directly that 
~e(rr)a°(~)=(1 +al) f l  (1 --a~). [] 
n~F3 i=2  
4. The groupD. 
The group Dn is the subgroup of index two in B, consisting of all signed permuta- 
tions with n(n) even, i.e., D~ is the kernel of the character 6 on B~. 
Proposition 4.1. The group D, has the two one-dimensional characters: 
1. the trivial character 1 (n)= l, 
2. the sign character e(n)=(-1) u~). 
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Proof. It is easy to check that the two functions defined above are one-dimensional 
characters. Conversely, any such one-dimensional character iscompletely determined 
by its values on the Coxeter generators st, and these values must lie in { + 1} since 
these generators are involutions. Furthermore, the generators Sl,S2 .. . . .  sn are all 
conjugate in Dn, and hence they must take on the same value. This leaves only two 
choices, which are exactly the two listed above. [] 
For the trivial character, the sum 
Z ta(n ), 
~ e Dn 
which we call the D,-Eulerian polynomial, was only recently investigated by 
Stembridge [7]. He showed that 
Z t"(*)= Z ta*)-2n-lnt Z ta(*)" 
~Dn ~eBn ~6Sn-  I 
The next result is a surprising eneralization of this, which will also allow us to deal 
with the sign character. We defer its proof until the end of the section. 
Theorem 4.2. 
ql(n) aD(~) 
~eDn 
= Z q l(n)-n(n)aD(~) 
g6 Bn 
where 
--(--q; q)n-, '~, 
7t~Sn- 1 
qt(*)aOt*)(an [  -- n,_ l]q + an- zq * -~- '  Inn- 1]q), 
(--q; q)n-1 =(1 +q)(1 + q2)(1 +qa)..-(1 +qn-1) 
and 
[n]q= 1 +q+q2+. . .+qn-1 .  
Remark. Brenti [1] has generalized Stembridge's result in a slightly different direction 
by counting d(n) along with the number of negative signs appearing in the last n -  1 
entries of re. 
Upon setting q =-  1 in this theorem, the second term on the right-hand side 
disappears, ince ( -q ;  q),_ t has (1 + q) as a factor. Applying Theorem 3.3 yields the 
following corollary. 
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Corollary 4.3. 
• ¢Dn gcBn 
so that in particular, 
fi(1--ai) 
i=1  
(1 +al)  f i  (1 --ai) 
i=2  
.a .  ,B .  +t)(1 --t) " - l  
for  n even, 
for  n odd, 
for  n even, 
for  n odd. 
Remark. This last corollary may also be proven directly by a sequence of three 
sign-reversing involutions very similar to the ~a,~2,g3 used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. 
This completes our picture of the sums Y~,,w X(n)t dr') for one-dimensional charac- 
ters X of the classical Weyl groups W. Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 4.2, 
we discuss some of its other consequences. Specializing to a~ . . . . .  a ,= t yields the 
following. 
Corollary 4.4. 
q '~"'tac')= E q ' t ' ) - " t " t~t ' ) - - ( - -q ;q ) , - l [n ]~ 
$t6 On tee Bn  1rE Sn  - 1 
qt(.)t i + a(~) 
The joint distribution of (d(n), l(n)) is known for S, and B., and hence the previous 
corollary allows us to compute it for D,. It is known from [6] that 
2u'E __  t I +dt~)q~,~ = 1 -- t ,30 [n]!~ 1--texpA(u(1--t))' (1) 
~ESn 
and from [5] that 
,~o u" : ~ tdt~)q,~,~b,~,~=(1--t)expB(u(1--t)) 
(--  bq; q), In] !q ,~ .  1 = ~ -----t~ ' (2) 
where 
[n] !~ = [n]q [n -  12~... [22q El]q, 
expA (u) = [n] !~ 
n~O 
U n 
expn(u)= Z"  " ---; " "w " 
. >i o t -  oq; qJ. Ln_l. a 
Combining Eqs. (1) and (2) with Corollary 4.4 (and a little algebra) yields the 
following corollary. 
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Corol lary 4.5. 
U n 
n>~ 2 neD. 
(1 -- t) expo (u (1 -- t)) -- u ( 1 -- t 2 expA (U (1 -- t))) 
1 -- t eXpA(U(I -- t)) 
where 
expD(u) = ( -  q; q).- 1 [n] !q 
n~O 
(3) 
Remark. Our choice of the terminology expA(u), expB(u), expo(u) may be explained as 
follows. For each of the infinite families ~- = A, B, D of classical Weyl groups, exp,(u)  
is equal to a simple exponential function when q = b = 1, and in general may be written 
(up to some constant factors and/or  terms of low degree in u) as 
/,/rank(W) urank(W) 
W e.~t" We.~r 
where rank(W) is the cardinality of the generating set S of W. 
Comparing Eqs. (1)-(3), we note the following fact empirically: for each of the 
families ~,  the generating function 
/,/rank(W) 
E ~newqlOt) E td(n)ql(n) 
W e ,~ r neW 
can be written in a relatively simple fashion as a fraction whose denominator is
1 - t eXpA(U(1 -- t)) 
and whose numerator involves the function exp , (u (1 - t ) ) .  
Proof  of  Theorem 4.2. We give a detailed outline of the proof, and leave many 
straightforward items for the reader to check using the explicit descriptions of l(rr) and 
D(n) given in Section 2. 
Define an injection c~:D.~B, as follows. Let z :D .~B,  be the usual inclusion. If 
n. -1 and 7rn have the same sign, or if I rc~_ 11 >Ire. I then ~b (n)= l(Tr), else ~ (n)= ~(n)(_".). 
It is easy to check that 
1. ~b is injective, 
2. D(~)=D(c~(n)), 
3. l(rc) = l(q~(rr))-- n(~b(n)). 
It therefore remains to show that 
E ql(~)_ntn)aD(~ ) 
~¢Bn-O(Dn) 
=(--q;q)n-1 ~. q'(*)aD(n)(an[n--rr~-,]q+a~-lq "- . . . .  [rr.-1]q). 
n6~n - I 
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Unfortunately, the set B . -  ~b(D.) is difficult to analyze. One can give a more explicit 
description of it as 
{ne B.: n(n) is odd, and either ~._ 1, n. have opposite signs or In.-11 >In.I} 
w{n~B.: n(n) is even, n. -1,n,  have opposite signs, and In.-ll>ln.I}. 
Note for future use the following consequence ( .)  of this description: 
( . )  For every n in B~-(a(D.), the descent set D(n) contains either n -1  or n, 
but not both. 
Our strategy will be to biject B . -  q~(D.) onto a set that is easier to understand. Let 
A be the subset of B. consisting of those signed permutations It for which + n appears 
as ni for some i. Define a map ~ :B . -  dp(D.)--.A as follows. If n lies in A, then ~(n) = n. If 
rtCA and n, (_~.)n both lie in B,-c~(D.), then ),(n)=(_~.)n(-~). If nCA and n lies in 
B. - ~b(D.) but (_~.) n does not, then ~(n) = (_~.) n. For example, 
(1 2 3 4 5 ) (1  2 3 4 5) 
7 +5 -1  +3 --2 +4 = +5 --1 +3 --2 +4 '  
(1 3 4 ,)(1 3 4 ,) 
-5  -1  +3 -2  +4 --- +5 -1  +3 -2  4 ' 
7 -4  -1  +3 +2 5 = 4 -1  +3 -2  +5 " 
Since A and B.-dp(D.) both have 2"- in! elements, to check that ~ is a bijection, one 
need only check that it is injective. This follows from the explicit description of 
B.-~b(D.). Note two further facts about ~: 
1. ~ preserves l(n)-n(n), since multiplication on the left or right by (_~.) do, 
2. y preserves D(~)c~ In -1 ] ,  where In-1-I = {1, 2 ..... n -1}.  
The verification of all of these are left to the reader. As a consequence of these facts, 
ql~)-.~)aO~)~t.- 11=)-" qZ~)-.~)aD~)~[.- 11. 
We now analyze the sum on the right. Given n in A, let 
S={s<~n-l: h i=-s  for some i}, (4) 
r= # {i<~n- 1: ~i>A ~Z.} (5) 
and let p be the permutation in S._ 1 which describes the ranking in A-order of 
nl, n2 ..... n._ 1. For example, if 
6789)  
6 -1  7 -2  -4  5 9 3 8 ' 
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then S={1,2 ,4 ,8} ,  r=3,  and 
3 8 47  62  5 
With these defined, one can check that 
1. l(rO-n(~)=l(p)+r +F.l,s(n-i), 
2. D(n)c~[n-2]=D(p), 
3. n -1  is in D(n) if and only i f r>n- l -p . _ l .  
Furthermore,  S, r and p determine n uniquely: S determines which values 
_ 1 . . . . .  + n will occur in the set {rq . . . . .  n.}, and p, r together determine the A-order  in 
which these values appear.  Therefore, 
~,  ql(~) - n(=) aD(~)ta [n - l l 
~6A 
---- ~ "l~l(p)+r+~t "s(n-i)~DOOraln-w 2]~jc(r> n -wn_ l 1 -On-  l) 
S -q ln -  ll,O~<r~<n - 1 
p~Sn- I 
I1--1 
= ~, qE,.s(,-O ~ qt(P)a°(P)~"'"x('>"-l-P"-'),t - . -1 
SC:[n - 1] pESn-  1 r=O 
=(--q; q),-I ~ a°(°)ql(P)([n--p,-x]q+a,-lqn-P"-:[P,-l]~). 
p~.Sn- 1 
where x(A) is the characterist ic function whose value is 1 when A is true and 0 when 
A is false. It then follows from ( , )  that 
aD(~) qZ(~)- n(~) 
~eB. -~(O. )  
: ( - -q ;  q)n-I ~ aO(p)ql(P)(an[n--pn-x]q+an-lqn-P"-~[Pn-1]~) 
peS.  - 1 
as desired. [] 
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